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5 Store

You can achieve secure sample storage while maximising freezer space using our storage solutions. From
microplate-footprint tube racks for automation to dense storage boxes that double your capacity, we have
solutions for virtually every storage application.

Universal™ Latch Racks

Recommended Usage:

• Ideal for high throughput customers looking for automation
friendly format racks for their larger tubes in biological storage

• The rack design also enables alignment of standard cryogenic
storage formats with microplates and other tubes such as 2D
so the same racks can be used

• Same racks that are available on Matrix™ Storage Tubes

The Universal Latch Rack features an ANSI standard microplate footprint
that holds 48 internally threaded or 24 externally threaded traditional
Nalgene™ or Nunc™ CryoTube™ vials. Use the pivoting lid on the bench 
or lock it for transport so tubes never fall out.
The format facilitates use in automated picking/placing, liquid handling
and other high throughput applications.

Innovative Storage Technologies
The Universal Latch Rack is ideal for storing traditional cryostorage tubes
at temperatures down to the vapor phase of liquid nitrogen. The footprint
allows you to store tubes in the same format as microplates, 96-way
2D tubes, and other ANSI footprint storage, so racking and handling are
streamlined.

Universal Implementation
Regardless of which of our tubes you use, the Universal Latch
Rack allows you to standardise across your entire workflow.

Scalable
When processes scale up, the lid lifts off for easy automated 
picking and placing of tubes and moving racks in automated 
stores. Universal Implementation

The lid pivots to rest open so it doesn’t touch

the bench while you remove tubes or do pipette work

The lockable latches prevent tubes

from falling out during transport

or accidental dropping
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